It is shown that, in the context of an idealized "macroscopic quantum coherence" experiment, the predictions of quantum mechanics are incompatible with the conjunction of two general assumptions which are designated "macroscopic realism" and "noninvasive measurability at the macroscopic level. " The conditions under which quantum mechanics can be tested against these assumptions in a realistic experiment are discussed. (A2) Noninvasive measurability at the macroscopic level: It is possible, in principle, to determine the state of the system with arbitrarily small perturbation on its subsequent dynamics. A direct extrapolation of quantum mechanics to the macroscopic level denies this.
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PACS numbers: 03.65. Bz,  74 .50. +r, 85.25.+k Despite sixty years of schooling in quantum mechanics, most' physicists have a very non-quantummechanical notion of reality at the macroscopic level, which implicitly makes two assumptions.
(A 1) Macroscopic realism: A macroscopic system with two or more macroscopically distinct2 3 states available to it will at all times be in one or the other of these states.
(A2) Noninvasive measurability at the macroscopic level: It is possible, in principle, to determine the state of the system with arbitrarily small perturbation on its subsequent dynamics. A direct extrapolation of quantum mechanics to the macroscopic level denies this.
The aim of this Letter is (1) to point out that under certain conditions the experimental predictions of the conjunction of (Al) and (A2) are incompatible with those of quantum mechanics extrapolated to the macroscopic level, and (2) to investigate how far these conditions may be met in a realistic experiment.
To this end, let us consider the (as yet unobserved) phenomenon of "macroscopic quantum coherence" (MQC) in an rf SQUID. 4 We take the potential V(q)
for the trapped magnetic flux q to be reflection symmetric (see Fig. 1 There is a slight difficulty in this argument arising from the nonzero (but exponentially small) probability of finding the system in regions C+ (see Fig. 1 ), which is that once the system can have nearby q values, the concept of "macroscopically distinct states" becomes somewhat blurred. The easiest solution to this problem is to modify the macroscopic realism postulate (Al) to allow the system to be in a superposition of only two neighboring states (R and C+, C+ and C, etc.) . We now assign to g the value +1
( -1) if the system is in R (L) alone, in C+ (C ) alone, or in a superposition of R and C+ (L and C ).
The only combination which can affect Eqs. (1) and (2) An alternative to making ideal negative-result measurements is to couple the system to a microscopic probe. For example, in principle one could fire a neutron through the SQUID ring with its spin transverse to the magnetic field with a velocity such that it would precess precisely through an angle + m/2 if q = + qo, and with a Larmor frequency much larger than A,rt but much less than the small oscillation frequency in either well. Let us consider how this method could be used to measure p ( Qt, Q2, Q3), for example. For simplicity, let us prepare the system in a definite state (say Qt=+1) at time tt itself. We then fire our neutron to pass through the ring at t2, and measure the flux at t3 directly. Since the SQUID-neutron interaction is effectively instantaneous on the scale of A, rr', we can infer the value of Q at time t2 by measuring the neutron spin at any time after t2, or even t3!' A little thought shows that the quantum mechanical prediction (3) still holds with extra (small) corrections due to the finite duration of the measurement at t2. Similar small corrections enter into the macroscopic-realistic predictions (1) and (2), so that once again, the conflict between quantum mechanics and assumptions (Al) and (A2) is not affected.
In conclusion it should be emphasized that, should the quantum mechanically predicted results be obtained in a situation where they conflict with postulates (Al) and (A2), this would, of course, not be formally in conflict with the arguments so often given in discussions of the quantum theory of measurement to the effect that once a microsystem has interacted with a realistic measuring device, the device (and, if necessary, the microsystem) behave as ifit were in a definite (and noninvasively measurable) macroscopic state: The macroscopic systems suitable for a macroscopic quantum coherence experiment are certainly not suitable to be measuring devices, at least under the conditions specified. But such a result might cause us to think a great deal harder about the significance of the "as if"! One must, of course, exclude here the genuine adherents of the relative-state ("many worlds" ) and mentalistic (" reduction-by-consciousness" ) interpretations of quantum mechanics. We strongly suspect that the number of physicists who in fact genuinely adhere to either of these interpretations (in the sense that it really makes a difference to the way they think about the macroscopic world) is considerably less than the number who claim to! 20ne can, of course, argue ad nauseam about the precise meaning of the phrase "macroscopically distinct. " One specific objection which is sometimes raised with respect to a hypothetical experiment on a SQUID ring is that the difference in flux va1ues between the two potential minima can be at most a fraction of the flux quantum $0-= 7rt/e [A. J. Lett. 52, 5 (1984) . A much more detailed treatment of the argument leading to the results quoted in this reference, and of the corrections AP(t) in Eq. (24) due to "interblip" effects, is contained in A. J. Leggett et al. , to be published. In particular, it is shown that for any finite t a rigorous upper bound, which tends to zero as 0.
2 for small 0. , can be placed on the magnitude of the deviation of P(t) from the expression given by the first two terms of (24) (1935) .
iiThis argument exploits the additional fact that the error made in replacing P;",(t) by its asymptotic form decreases with increasing t. The replacement, therefore, adds three negative quantities and one positive quantity (whose magnitude is less than that of any of the negative quantities) to the left-hand side of (2a). The net effect is to underestimate the left-hand side.
t21t is easy to show that irrespective of the form of P(t), (2a) and (2b) are maximally violated (if at all) for a given value of a for equally spaced times t;. i3If a is too close to an integer or half-integer, the discrepancy is not accurately given by the expression in the text.
&4We note in passing that since the neutron can be quite far from the SQUID at t3, the situation has many of the seemingly paradoxical aspects of the EPR experiment. For example, suppose that the neutron spin was measured before the flux was measured at t3, and that the two measurements were separated by a timelike interval. A local realist could argue that a measurement on the microsystem (neutron) was affecting the macrosystem (SQUID)!
